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THE
SPANISH
INFLUENZA
Prevent Defense: Facemask
TOP PHOTO: The Spanish flu outbreak
that hit the U.S. in the fall of 1918 cause
the cancellation of much of the college
football season which led to both Michigan
and Pittsburgh being crowned national
champions according to the NCAA
Division I Football Records Book.

ABOVE: Though
the Washington
Senators marched
in formation before
their games in
support of U.S.
troops fighting
in WWI, it was
not enough to
keep them on the
diamond and out of
the trenches.
ABOVE: Though this batter
is masked at the plate, the
professional baseball season fell
victim to the war not the flu.
LEFT: Secretary of War Newton
D. Baker branded baseball
“nonessential” to the U.S. war effort
which cause the league to truncate
the season ending it in early
September prior to the pandemic
hitting the U.S.
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Some pet parents even fashioned masks for their feline friends.
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Flu Free Flickers
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THECures
SPANISH
INFLUENZA
or Quackery?
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Why might some
Americans be wary of
taking Bayer aspirin
in 1918?

Mapping a Murderer:

Patricia Garvey
Woodbridge SHS
NEH 2018

Geography and the 1918 Flu Pandemic
The Killer’s Profile:

A Cold Case:

In 1918, the H1N1 influenza A virus killed at least
675,000 Americans and over 50 million people
worldwide. Originating with waterfowl, the virus
gave the “illusion of spread” by appearing around
the world almost simultaneously. Possibly
encouraged by World War I, the disease struck
unusual targets, hitting working aged people
especially hard. For a century, this disease has
remained an elusive and mysterious killer.

Little geospatial data remains with respect to
the 1918 pandemic. A map from December of
1918, outlining the chronological spread of
influenza, remains key in persisting
investigations.

The Investigation:
With the help of the National Endowment for the
Humanities and Virginia Tech, we searched for
answers in personal stories and stone-cold data.

Final Report:
With data from the Census, US Military reports, and past
investigators, several maps have been created to illustrate the
turmoil created by the 1918 Flu Pandemic.

Further Questioning:
1) How valuable is our evidence?
2) What and whose narratives do we miss in
the data?
3) Where did the influenza A outbreak begin?
For more information, contact: pkgarvey@vt.edu
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Mapping a Murderer:
Geography and the 1918 Flu Pandemic
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The Original Map:
On December 27, 1918, Edgar
Sydenstricker published an article
titled “Preliminary Statistics of the
Influenza Epidemic” for the US
Public Health Service and included
this map. Though this map may
have been intended to be a starting
point for further chronology, this
map has been replicated by many
contemporary flu investigators.

United States Maps:
These maps were created using US Census data from 1910, Public Health Reports from March of 1919,
and the Department of Commerce’s Vital Statistics for 1918. The green maps compare the percentage of
deaths in each state with the population density in 1910. The red dot maps illustrate the differences between
reported deaths and reported cases in cities with more than 100,000 residents.

For more information, contact: pkgarvey@vt.edu
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Mapping a Murderer:
Geography and the 1918 Flu Pandemic

Patricia Garvey
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International Maps:
In 1991, David Patterson
and Gerald Pyle combined
available data from around
the world to get countryby-country death counts.
These maps are geospatial
representations of the
acquired and reported data
available for the 1918
pandemic around the
world.

Continuing
Questioning:
What stories do these
maps tell?
What do these maps tell
us about the reporting and
collection of data?

The Egalitarian Killer?
In 1918, an article in the Baltimore Afro-American claimed that the
flu “attacked those who were fit for the attack, regardless of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude.” The article’s claim has
persisted through time, leading other investigators to note the flu’s
lack of preference for class, race, and other demographics. Increasing
data analysis allows for improved predictions, which may illustrate
further evidence for this claim. An updated regression model using
1900-1910 census demographic data and the DOC’s Vital Statistics
only allows us to explain 20% of variability in 1918 flu cases across
large cities. When domesticated waterfowl and population density are
factored in, 31% of variability can be explained.
For more information, contact: pkgarvey@vt.edu

A plot of residuals describing the variability that the model is unable
to predict.
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A Tale of Two Cities?

Louisville in the 1918 Influenza Pandemic
The Courier-Journal

Patients at the University of Kentucky gymnasium hospital

The Courier-Journal is a storied Louisville
institution, a daily paper which began publishing in
1868 and is Kentucky’s largest newspaper. What
can we learn about the Courier-Journal’s political
biases?
• The Courier-Journal’s esteemed editor Henry
Watterson left an indelible impression on the
paper, so much, for instance, that even the
major interstate beltway surrounding Louisville
today is named after him. According to The
Press and America: An Interpretive History of
the Mass Media, Watterson “was a colorful
representative of the era of personal journalism
who loved to engage in editorial-page duels with
other editors”
• Also mentioned in the same source, during the
lead up to the Great War, “Some periodicals had
been pro-Ally almost from the start. Among the
most outspoken were the old Life magazine, the
New York Herald, and Henry Watterson’s
Louisville Courier-Journal, whose editor adopted
in October 1914, the simple but effective battle
cry: “To hell with the Hohenzollerns and the
Hapsburgs!”

Kentucky Irish American

Sister nurses at Camp Zachary Taylor Emergency Hospital

The Kentucky Irish American, published 1898-1968, was a weekly paper, its purpose to serve
those of Irish and/or Catholic descent. When trying to determine the Kentucky Irish American’s
political leanings, it is important to note:
•
It was first published on July 4, 1898, a date chosen to reflect resolute patriotism and
devotion to community interests
•
Circulation of the paper never increased to more than several thousand, but subscribers
included Harry Truman and FDR, Jr.
•
In its earliest decades opposed any organization or interest it understood to be anti-Irish,
anti-Catholic, or anti-Democratic, including Great Britain, the Ku Klux Klan, and the
Republican party (until the 1950s and 1960s, when the party supported civil rights)

Created by Lisa Dudgeon, Bedford High School
Bedford, NH ~ dudgeonl@sau25.net

Did political bias play a role in newspapers’
initial coverage of influenza in 1918?
Throughout the fall of 1918, the Great War dominated news coverage of the nation’s papers.
President Wilson’s drive for a “total war effort” and promotion of uber-patriotism among American
citizens may have pushed vital news of a devastating pandemic from the thoughts of most
Americans. Those publications most pro-American and pro-Wilson might have had added
incentive to insure that nothing detracted from fighting the Kaiser and his allies.

Can you think of any other explanations for this data?

Credits for poster series:
Kelly, Erin. “The 1918 Flu Pandemic: History in Photos.”
allthatsinteresting.com. 17 April 2017.
Taylor, Alan. “The 1918 Flu Pandemic: Photos from a
Century Ago.” The Atlantic. 18 April 2018.
Other photo credits to the Library of Congress, National Library of
Medicine, the University of Kentucky Digital Archive, and the Archdiocese
of Louisville.
Newspaper credits to the Library of Congress’ Chronicling America and to
Newspapers.com.
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Boston vs. New York
(We’re not talking baseball!)

The Boston Globe
The Boston Globe was founded in 1872 and controlled by
Irish Catholic interests until its takeover by Charles H.
Taylor the next year. But how might its political attributes in
1918 have played a role in its influenza coverage?
• A former editorial editor explained to Boston Magazine
in 2001, “The Globe has a long tradition of being a
progressive institution, and especially on social issues.
We are pro-choice; we're against the death penalty;
we're for gay rights. But . . . on a whole series of other
issues, we are not knee-jerk. We're for charter schools;
we're for any number of business-backed tax breaks.
We are a lot more nuanced and subtle than that liberal
stereotype does justice to”
• According to Newspaper Story: One Hundred Years of
The Boston Globe, the Globe in the early years of the
20th century was “philosophically . . . [taking] a confident
stance with the progressive policies of Woodrow Wilson.
Both in the state under Governor Walsh and in the
nation in Wilson’s first term most of the things the Globe
had stood for all its years had come to pass. The ardor
with which James Morgan [editorial director for more
than 60 years] had greeted Wilson’s 1912 nomination
had increased with his record in office and deepened
with his firm determination to keep America out of war in
Europe”

The New-York Tribune

Horace Greeley’s first newspaper, The New-York Tribune, was
published daily from 1841 until 1966. Did the paper have any distinct
political leanings? Items to consider:
• Horace Greeley was the Democratic and Liberal Republican
nominee for President in 1872 and was a noted leader in reform
movements, especially the anti-slavery movement
• According to the Library of Congress’ Chronicling America, the
Tribune did reflect some of Greeley’s idealist views and, at one
point, even retained Karl Marx as a European correspondent
• The New England Historical Society notes that “It [The Tribune]
fought corruption and slavery, reported political stories with
precision and clarity and gave plenty of space to lectures and book
reviews”
• The Library of Congress’ Chronicling America also points out that
“as with other penny papers, the Tribune was not averse to building
circulation by carrying accounts involving sex and crime, but it was
careful to present this material under the guise of cautionary tales”

Created by Lisa Dudgeon, Bedford High School
Bedford, NH ~ dudgeonl@sau25.net

Chronicling the Catastrophe
The 1918 Influenza Pandemic

Emergency hospital in Brookline, MA, October 1918

“First case”

*

The Boston
Globe,
September 6

Boston

New York City

September 13

September 21

The [Louisville]
Courier-Journal,
September 20

Louisville

September 27

The New-York
Tribune,
September 27

First local
coverage

Created by Lisa Dudgeon, Bedford High School
Bedford, NH ~ dudgeonl@sau25.net

* From U.S. Public Health Reports, September 13, September 20, and September 27, 1918

THE STATE OF VACCINATION, CIRCA 1918
Nadia Smith
Bioscience High School
http://www.phxhs.k12.az.us/bioscience
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THE EPIDEMIC

OTHER PREVENTATIVE MEASURES
Continuation of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs)
was encouraged as protection against influenza. These
measures included wearing masks, washing hands,
covering sneezes and coughs, getting adequate exercise
and sleep, and closing schools, churches and other public
businesses.

The influenza pandemic of 1918 was the most deadly
epidemic in human in history, killing an estimated 500
million people worldwide. In the fall of 1918 Americans
were presented with many options for preventing the
disease, including vaccines. Scientists believed that
Pfeiffer’s bacillus was the agent that caused influenza,
and many “mixed vaccines,” composed of different
bacteria, became available to the public.

State Medical Society of Wisconsin., .
Wisconsin medical journal. Milwaukee, Wisc.:
State Medical Society of Wisconsin.

A CALL FOR BETTER PROTOCOLS

INCONCLUSIVE DATA

In January 1919, the American Journal for Public Health stated
that there was a necessity for accurate, controlled observations.
The following protocols were agreed to be used for all future
vaccine testing:
• Groups of vaccinated and unvaccinated should be the same
in number
• Susceptibilities of the two groups should be equal, as
measured by age and sex, previous exposure to infection
without development of influenza, and a previous history as
to recent attacks of the disease
• Exposure in the two groups should be practically the same in
duration and intensity
• Both groups should be exposed concurrently

ETHICS OF EXPERIMENTATION

By October of 1918, it was not clear if the Pfeiffer’s
bacillus was the actual agent that caused influenza, and
most people died from secondary infections, such as
pneumonia. According to the American Public Health
Association, evidence as to the success or lack of
success of the vaccine was “contradictory and
irreconcilable.”
Whether or not bacillus was the cause of the epidemic, it
seemed to have enough pathogenic action to warrant
making a thorough trial of a vaccine. Two committees
were formed to collect scientific evidence on the
effectiveness of the vaccine. Data collection continued to
be inconsistent, however. Vaccines were sent to doctors
for free on the condition that they report their results back
using a questionnaire. But the doctors were so
overwhelmed with the epidemic that they could not keep
accurate records.

Studies were unethical by today’s standards. While some
inoculations were voluntary, many experiments were
given to subjects without informed consent. Vaccines
were given to mental health patients, prison inmates,
medical students, nurses, and enlisted men. Doctors
would inoculate three to four people using the same
needle.

Military personnel in Seattle receiving flu vaccines distributed by health
authorities.

Two experiments were authorized by the Navy for the
purpose of determining the mode of transmission of
influenza as well as the causative agent. Healthy men
were inoculated with nasal secretions and injected with
blood from infected men. Healthy men sat near sick men,
who were encouraged to cough on them. None of the
subjects came down sick with the influenza.

The Mystery of the 1918 Journal
Nadia Smith
Bioscience High School
http://www.phxhs.k12.az.us/bioscience

Who is she waiting for?

The Little Black Book

The author of the journal appears to be a woman who is waiting for
someone named Gene to return from the war, which ended on
November 11, 1918.
“Wed. Nov. 13 Worked as usual. Got letter from Gene was
disappointed because he could not come home.”
Is he her brother, fiancé or possibly her husband? He sends her a letter
reassuring her that he will be home in a month.
“Tues. Nov. 19 Worked. Rained all day. Got card from Gene thinks
will be home in month.”

A small, black notebook, found at an estate sale in Northern California
in 2015, provides a glimpse into the life of a woman in the year 1918.
The entries are dated from November 12 to December 12. Searching
primary sources using clues from the journal, some questions were
answered, while many more questions remain. What is the author’s
name? She often wrote and received letters from someone named
Gene. What was her relationship to Gene and were they able to be
reunited? She most likely became sick with the Spanish influenza. Did
she survive?

What was her daily life like?
The author documents her daily life. She probably rents a room, the
proper thing for a young, single, working woman to do at the time, from
a Mr. and Mrs. King. Her weekly schedule includes attending church
services Sundays and Wednesdays, going to work Monday through
Friday and Saturday mornings, attending church choir practice on
Thursday evenings, and visiting the “Old Lady’s Home” on Saturday
afternoons. She is accompanied in her activities by her friend, Grace,
and several married couples.
“Mon. Nov. 18 Got pay ck. $35.00”
“Sun. Dec. 1 Snowed little - Ironed in my room. Went to church.
Had chicken dinner. Wrote letter and went to church in P.M. came
home. Kings had company for supper.”
From December 3 to December 6 there was a streetcar strike, and the
author had to find her own way to and from work.
“Tues. Dec. 3 Car Strike. Walked to 85th St. Payed 15 cents for
auto to town from there on. Worked. All went home in Co. Truck.”

Where did she live?
Although her name and address are not included in the journal, the
author has written down the names, addresses and phone numbers of
several acquaintances. Cross-checking dates of events mentioned in
her journal, it appears she resided in Cleveland, Ohio. All of the street
names in her journal appear on this Sanborn Fire Insurance Map,
dated 1912. (see above)
Journal entry: “F.A. DeWitt 9317 Pratt Ave”
The 1920 census includes an entry for a Frank A. DeWitt at this same
address. His occupation is listed as “Bookkeeper.”

Table 1. Label in 16pt Calibri.

Item
Item
Item
Item
Item
Item

Heading
800
356
228
954
324
199

Heading
790
856
134
875
325
137

Heading
4001
290
238
976
301
186

Did she recover from her illness?
The Spanish Influenza had already killed hundreds of thousands of
Americans in the fall of 1918. During the winter months of 1918-1919 the
epidemic returned in another “wave” of illness and death. On December 4
the author writes that she “caught [a] cold” and stayed home that evening.
The author stays in bed for the next few days, is visited by Dr. Quigley,
and returns to work. The following week she becomes sick again.
“Tues. Dec. 10 Went to work but sick all day. Came home 4 o’clock
tried to get Dr. couldn’t till A.M. Grace gave me hot food bath & hot
ginger tea.”
“Wed. Dec. 11 Dr. came early said was very weak would need good
care. Ordered nurse to come. Mrs. King took such good care of me
did everything she could. Nurse came in P.M. Bathed me, combed
hair, took temperature, gave me physic.”
“Thurs. Dec. 12 In Bed felt stronger. Dr. & nurse came late in P.M.
both very busy.”

This is the last entry in the journal.

References
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Did Wealth and Class Influence the Experience
of the Flu in Great Britain?
1914 (Aug. 4):
Britain declares
war on
Germany

1916 (Winter):
Influenza
outbreak at
British Army
base in Etaples,
France

1915 (Feb. 8):
British
causalities
reached
100,000

1917 (March):
Influenza
outbreak at
Aldershot
Garrison in
Hampshire,
England

1918 (Nov. 11):
Germany signs an
Armistice with the
Triple Entente

1916 (July 1):
Battle of the
Somme:
57,000+
British
casualties

1917 (Jul. 31-Nov. 10):
Third Battle of Ypres
(Passchendaele):
300,000+ British and
Canadian casualties

1918 (May):
Glasgow,
Scotland is
the first
British city
with an
outbreak of
Influenza

1918 (Summer Wave): 1918-19 (Winter Wave):
Influenza outbreak with
Influenza outbreak
Intermediate Mortality
with Low Mortality

Total British war
casualties ~700,000

1918 (Autumn Wave): Total British flu deaths
~230,000
Influenza outbreak
with High Mortality

Percentage Died
20

15

10

5

0
Regular Soldiers
Regular Soldiers

Officers
Officers

The Great War and the Flu Pandemic
were both equalizing experiences
within British society as members of the
elite and working classes fought and
died side-by-side from war and disease.
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Capt. Maurice Armitage Arbuthnot, Queen’s Lancers
Died October 14, 1918 at 29 years old – one month
before the end of the War on November 11
“The meek one will teach his own ways.”

The Great War and the Flu affected the lives of all members of
British society, including the elites. Eton College graduates had a
20% death rate during the War in comparison to the 17% rate for
officers overall.
Captains M. A. Arbuthnot and R. V. Sutton studied at Eton College
together. While Arbuthnot went on to King’s College, University of
Cambridge and joined the British Army in 1914 at the outbreak of
the War, Sutton had abandoned plans to attend the University of
Oxford and was commissioned into the Army in 1910.
June 18, 1918: “We are still in the same place, and have been attacked by an
epidemic of influenza instead of by the Bosche [German Army], which has
already carried off 75 victims from us but so far not me. It is supposed to be
rampant in the Bosche army as well; I hope it may be so.
November 10, 1918: “I have started another vile cold in my head, such a bore
as it makes one feel such a worm, and is not bad enough to go sick or get any
sympathy.”
November 29, 1918 R.V. Sutton died in his sleep from influenza at the age of
27 – eighteen days after the November 11 Armistice.
- Capt. Richard Vincent Sutton, Life Guards
References:
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COMING IN
OCTOBER

STEPS:
1. 3X5 CARDS
2. OUTLINE
3. ROUGH DRAFT
4. PEER EDIT
5. FINAL DRAFT

PARAMETERS:
MLA 8 FORMAT
9 PARAGRAPHS
4 PAGES MINIMUM
+ A WORKS CITED PAGE
8 SOURCE CARDS
24 NOTE CARDS

COMING IN
DECEMBER

RESPIRATORY
INTEGUMENTARY
CARDIOVASCULAR
STEPS:
1. 3X5 CARDS
2. OUTLINE
3. ROUGH DRAFT
4. PEER EDIT
5. FINAL DRAFT

REPRODUCTIVE
MUSCULAR

PARAMETERS:
MLA 8 FORMAT
13 PARAGRAPHS
5 PAGES MINIMUM
+ A WORKS CITED PAGE
10 SOURCE CARDS
26 NOTE CARDS

COMING IN
MARCH
RADIATION
THERAPY

STEPS:
1. 3X5 CARDS
2. OUTLINE
3. ROUGH DRAFT
4. PEER EDIT
5. FINAL DRAFT

PARAMETERS:
MLA 8 FORMAT
9 PARAGRAPHS
6 PAGES MINIMUM
+ A WORKS CITED PAGE
10 SOURCE CARDS
32 NOTE CARDS

COMING IN
MAY

STEPS:
1. 3X5 CARDS
2. OUTLINE
3. ROUGH DRAFT
4. PEER EDIT
5. FINAL DRAFT

PARAMETERS:
MLA 8 FORMAT
13 PARAGRAPHS
7 PAGES MINIMUM
+ A WORKS CITED PAGE
14 SOURCE CARDS
34 NOTE CARDS

Source: Library of Congress

“It’s an Epidemic!” Camp Custer
During the Influenza Outbreak, 1918
Did You Know That:
● Over 116,000 Americans died fighting for
the United States in the war.
● Of this total, 43,000 enlisted men died due
to the Influenza Epidemic.
● Over one million men were hospitalized
for influenza.enza in 1918-19.
Above: A telegram sent from the
Commander at Camp Custer
indicates that the flu epidemic
was discovered in the camp on
the afternoon of September 30,
1918.
Source: National Archives II,
College Park, Maryland.

The influenza epidemic hit Camp Custer in
late September 1918. On October 3, over
3,000 men were admitted to the hospital. Of
these, 500 were diagnosed with influenza.
Soon pneumonia placed another 5,000
men in the hospital. A full quarantine was
established in the camp until
mid-November. A final report stated that of
10,051 flu and pneumonia cases from
September 16 until November 15, 672 men
died. Source: National Archives II.

A

At far right: A physician’s chart of mortality
rates for soldiers at Camp Custer who died of
pneumonia in fall of 1918. The peak of deaths
coincided with the proclamation that the flu
epidemic had reached Camp Custer. Source:
National Archives II, College Park, Maryland.
At lower right: Nurses and doctor watch
over stricken soldiers at an army camp in
the fall of 1918. Images like this could be
found in the hospital at Camp Custer.
Source: National Archives II, College Park,
Maryland.

Above: A news article from the
October 3, 1918 issue of the
Lansing State Journal. Within
days, Camp Custer’s number of
sick and infected soldiers had
grown tremendously.

You can follow the 1918 Flu Epidemic history in mid-Michigan at:
goodspeedgratiotcountyhistorical.blog

Poster by Jim Goodspeed
English and History Teacher
National Endowment for the Humanities

1918 Spanish Influenza – Prevailing Wisdom
At the time of the Spanish Influenza the scientific
and public health community had many things right:
• The Flu was spread through respiratory secretions
• The Flu frequently lead to secondary infections
• Fatalities were generally associated with these secondary infections
• Victims were infectious before symptoms appeared
• Influenza epidemics dated back hundreds of years

There were points of disagreement:

• Efficacy of vaccines
• Efficacy of masks
• A probable zoonotic association
• The Flu was caused by the Pfeiffer bacillus (by the
end of the flu this theory was not supported)
• The relationship between the 1918 Flu, 1890 Flu,
and the seasonal flu
Created by: Nancy Bigelow
Benito Juarez Community Academy
nlbigelow@cps.edu
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1918 Spanish Influenza – Alternative Thoughts
And more unorthodox
hypotheses:

• The intensity of the Flu was
influenced by the movement of
Jupiter
• The Flu was caused by the bad air
created in the War (poison gas,
decomposition)
• The Flu was a German plot
• The Flu was cured by whiskey,
proper mindset, prayer,
chiropractic manipulation, and any
assortment of ligaments,
medicines, and inhalants

Created by: Nancy Bigelow
Benito Juarez Community Academy
nlbigelow@cps.edu
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1918 INFLUENZA
The Times
While most were concerned with the war effort “Over There,” an
internal warfront raged “Over Here” on the homefront. The
Great War was in full force when the influenza virus took the
masses under siege.

Scientific Complications

Epidemiology
The epidemic spread globally, fueled by the increased
transportation that was supplied by war movements.
Often described as occurring in 3 “waves,” the 1918 Flu displayed
varied degrees of mortality, with the second wave as the most
lethal.

In 1918, men had an average life expectancy of 48
years, while women were at 54 years.

Viruses are, on average, 5-10 times smaller than
bacteria.

One of the most confounding factors: the majority of deaths were
of healthy, young adults... causing an uncharacteristic “W.”
Deaths by Age

Light microscopes were not powerful enough to show
viruses. Electron microscopes that could see viruses
were not developed until the 1930s.

Antibiotics, which helped fight off secondary
infections, like pneumonia, were not developed until
the 1940s.
The 1918 Flu dropped life expectancy by an average
of 12 years for the time period.

Pathology
‘Camp Devens is near Boston, and has about 50,000 men, or did have before this epidemic
broke loose... These men start with what appears to be an ordinary attack… they very rapidly
develop the most viscous type of Pneumonia that has ever been seen… Two hours after
admission they have the Mahogany spots over the cheek bones, and a few hours later you
can begin to see the Cyanosis [turning blue] extending from their ears and spreading all over
the face… It is only a matter of a few hours then until death comes, and it is simply a struggle
for air until they suffocate. It is horrible… We have been averaging about 100 deaths per day,
and still keeping it up.’

29 September 1918, Camp Devens, MA, Surgical Ward No 16.

Legacy
The 1918 Influenza Pandemic infected
nearly ⅓ of the global population.
An estimated 50-100 million of the world’s
population perished. This included over
675,000 Americans. More people died of
the flu than the war.

Most of today’s pandemic influenza strains
are variants of the original 1918 strain.

FACES AND VOICES OF THE
1918
INFLUENZA PANDEMIC

Letters between Verne & Estella Kessler,
Kessler, Verne & Estella, A First-class Fighting Man: Verne & Estella Kessler and Others : the Struggles of a WWI Christian
Conscientious Objector as Told Through Letters and Diary Entries, Blessed Read Editions, 2013

Day by Day, as found in Kessler, Verne & Estella, A First-class Fighting Man: Verne & Estella
Kessler and Others : the Struggles of a WWI Christian Conscientious Objector as Told Through
Letters and Diary Entries, Blessed Read Editions, 2013
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“The greatest medical holocaust in history”

“If the epidemic continues its mathematical rate
of acceleration, civilization could easily
disappear from the face of the earth.”- Victor
Vaughan, 1918.

Spanish Influenza killed more
people in 24 weeks than AIDS has
killed in 24 years. It killed more
people than all wars of the 20th
century combined. 500 Million
were infected and 55-100 million of
them were killed around the
world.
Why so many deaths among the
young and healthy?

Unknown;
unappreciated
host or
environmental
variables
possible, such a
robust
immunological
response to the
virus in
individuals

Where did the 1918 virus originate?

“H1N1 viruses descended from the 1918 strain,
as well as H3N2 viruses, have now been
co-circulating worldwide for 29 years and show
little evidence of imminent extinction,” -Jefffery
Taubenberger and David Morens, 2006.

Unknown; unlike H5N1 from
an avian influenza lineage
genetically distinct from those
currently known
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In 1918, several posters were distributed by the U.S.Public Health Service to educate the
public immediately following the pandemic.

An Italian immigrant to the U.S., Adolfo Santini died from flu while
in the military (Courtesy of Robert Sartini).
Special Thanks to:
National Library of Congress
National Library of Medicine
National Archives
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/12/1/05-0979_article

How did it look like then?

NOW WHAT ?

“In many ways,
it is hard for
modern people
living in First
World countries
to conceive of an
epidemic
sweeping around
the world and
killing millions of
people, and it is
even harder to
believe that
something as
common as
influenza could
cause such
widespread
illness and
death.” - Charles
River Editors

How Can
Philadelphians
Avoid the
Spanish Lady?

WHY DID THE 1918
INFLUENZA STRIKE
PHILADELPHIA SO
HARD?
Sailors coming from Boston entered the
Philadelphia Navy Yard in the beginning
of September 1918. Five hundred
thousand people contracted the influenza
and sixteen thousand died. Twelve
thousand deaths occurred in the first five
weeks of the influenza at the end of
September to the end of October.

BURIALS WERE
DELAYED. FUNERAL
PARLORS COULD NOT
KEEP UP WITH THE
DEMAND.

LIBERTY LOAN
PARADE
SEPTEMBER 18, 2018

POLICE ESCORTING AN
INFLUENZA PATIENT

The Spanish Flu 1918-1920
The Once and Future Plague
As many as 50 million people
world-wide died of a new influenza
between 1918 and 1920. Around

675,000

US citizens died, more than in WWI,
WWI and the wars in Korea and
Vietnam COMBINED!

Symptoms of influenza
Most people who got the flu in 1918 had just a severe case of seasonal flu that lasted four days; perhaps 1 out of 10 got a
more serious version that usually resulted in death. The symptoms were horrible and terrifying even in a world where
death by disease was much more common.

“The cough is usually loose and an abundant, frothy greenish fluid, pink
with blood is brought up... In many fatal cases the respiration (breathing)
continued for some time after the heart had stopped.
-Dr. D.H. Nickson Journal of the American Medical Association 1919

Impacts of influenza
influenza

12

As a result of the
epidemic of 1918-20, life expectancy in the US dropped more than
years! Flu usally kills only the very young and the very old; in 1918 it caused an unexpectedly high number of deaths in
the
year old age group.

25-34

“ The boxes were stacked up in the cemetary and they
couldn’t bury them.”
-Clifford Adams.

The Spanish Flu 1918-1920
The Once and Future Plague
There were36,473 North Carolinians who
contracted the flu in the last three months of 1918. Of
those, 29% (10,564 people) died. Citizens in both
urban and rural areas were worried

Who do you think had it better?
Good news:

Good news:

People in rural areas lived farther apart and were
Cities were more likely to have health care facilities,
less likely to pass on the flu.
doctors, and nurses.
Neighbors were used to helping one another out and
Public health offices were usually located in cities
and were able to bring in resources from other states. would take care of families that were in need.
Most homes had food from gardens and live stock,
Red Cross chapters were well established and able to
and people were fit from working on the farm.
help with nursing and emergency hospitals.

In
The
City
bad news:

Crowded cities made it easy to pass the flu to others.
The large number of sick meant some businesses and
government services were closed or stopped.
The availability of entertainment like theatres, the
movies, eating and drinking facilities made it easier for
people to break quarantine.
“Cotton, knitting, silk and tobacco
mills have suspended this morning,
to remain closed until October 21,
by order of the Health
Department.”

In
The
Country
bad news:

Many areas did not have hospitals, public health
officers or Red Cross nurses.
People in rural areas were more susceptible to a host
of diseases and parasites.
Distance to health care made people more likely to
rely on less effective traditional treatments.
“They would bring food and put it
on your porch, tend to your cattle
and livestock, and cut your wood
and leave it on your porch.”
-J. Carl Helms, Crouse

The Spanish Flu 1918-1920
The Once and Future Plague
The influenza outbreak spread all across America
within about a month. Although cities like
Boston and New York reported the first cases, flu
infected rural areas as well.

Who do you think had it better?

Good news:

Good news:

In the cities there were doctors, hospitals, and most
importantly, nurses who could take care of people who
got sick.
There were agencies like the Red Cross that would
help families while they were sick, and take care of
their family if they died.

There were fewer people in the country, and people
were generally fairly isolated. In rural areas, you had a
pretty good chance of avoiding the flu altogether.
People in the country were generally healthier than
those in the cities, ate more and better calories and
had more living space.

In
The
Country

In
The
City
bad news:

Cities were extremely crowded and there were many
places where it was difficult to get away from them; if
one person got sick, a lot of people would be there to
catch it.
All of those sick and dying people could quickly
overwhelm the doctors and hospitals and even the
cemetaries.
County
Erie
Monroe
NYC

Population
in 1920
528,985
283,212
2,284,103

Flu cases
1918
34,780
21,599
133,818

Flu Deaths
1918
2,050
801
10,735

bad news:

There were few doctors and even fewer nurses in
rural areas, if you fell ill your family or neighbors
would have to care for you.
People in the country often traveled to cities on
business or because they were drafted into the army.
Once there, they died at a HIGHER rate than city
natives.
County
Allegany
Essex
Livingston

Population
in 1920
36,842
33,458
38,037

Flu cases
1918
3,896
3,540
4,811

Flu Deaths
1918
34
152
259

